
Peaceful Home 
”I know that I can’t save anyone with new sofa pillows. But if I can help create a new and safe home for 

women who have lived through an abusive relationship, then that is a small effort for me.” 

Quote: Interior stylist Mette Helena Rasmussen 

 

Violence against women often takes place in the home and the home environment creates the frame for 

the individual cases. Host and interior stylist, Mette Helena Rasmussen, is a former victim of domestic 

violence and knows how much it means to create a safe new home after the physical abuse has ended. 

In ” A New Home Without Violence” we follow a new case in each episode that aims to create a new and 

safe home when a violent relationship has ended. 

Structure: 

”A New Home Without Violence” is an innovative format in the intersection of interior makeover formats 

and heavy social realism. 

Over two days the host helps the former victim by decorating and renovating the home. During the 

process, the viewer is filled in on the story of the case. From the very beginning where the relationship was 

still only dreams and passion, to when the violence begins to take over and culminates and the victim 

finally decides to report the physical abuse. 

 

Key elements: 

The style of the format is home makeover mixed with master syncs and flashbacks to a potential legal case. 

It is clear that the physical abuse has puts its marks on the victim’s new home. This can be expressed in the 

distaste of particular colours or stylistic choices. By redecorating their new homes, the abuse victims go 

through a process of making their own marks on a home, which can have a very therapeutic effect. 
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Original title: Nyt hjem – uden vold  
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